SELECT ALUMINUM

MAINTENANCE-FREE SOFFIT, FASCIA
AND RAIN-CARRYING SYSTEMS

THOUSANDS OF OPTIONS
Serving the residential, agricultural and light
commercial markets, our durable, energy-efficient
products are easy to install, require minimal
maintenance and come in styles and colors to
fit any project design.

TOUGHNESS NEVER LOOKED SO GOOD

PAINT OPTIONS

We offer durable exterior polyester coatings that have been designed to meet the challenges of budget,
environment, sustainability and more. With outstanding UV protection, field-proven polykote coatings
provide a number of unique benefits including:






Exceptional resistance to sun, rain and other natural elements
Superior scratch resistance
Outstanding dirt and stain resistance
Excellent overall adhesion
Great flexibility and formability

Add beauty and value to your customers’ buildings with products that are backed by over
145 years of quality. Choose Klauer Manufacturing Select Aluminum products.

AVAILABLE COLORS

QUALITY AND EXCELLENCE, REINVENTED
Soffit and Fascia
Klauer entered the aluminum soffit-manufacturing market
with the intention of providing the highest-quality soffit
and accessories available. The result is a final product
with the most free airspace in the industry—providing
maximum energy-saving ventilation—and a paint system
to match. Our paint is durable and tough, environmentally
friendly, 100-percent recyclable and resistant to surface
stains from the elements, and it can be easily cleaned
with a garden hose.

280 White

White

Linen White

Norwood

Brown

Butterscotch

Territone

Medium Taupe

Wheat

Green

Black

Mocha

 Available in 12- and 16-in.-wide soffit panels
 12-ft. standard panel lengths with special length options
 Produced in Solid, Center-vent and Full-vent configurations

EQUALIZE THE ELEMENTS
Rain-Carrying Systems
Our sturdy, long-lasting roof-drainage products prevent
water damage by collecting rainwater and moving it
away from walls and foundations. We produce a variety
of sizes and types of gutters, gutter coil, downspouts and
all of the accessories to do the complete job and provide
peace of mind.

40-YEAR
WARRANTY!
Quality products
backed by excellent
support.

Colors are representations of the paint ﬁnish. Please refer to actual metal sample.

Soffit, Fascia and Rain-Carrying Systems

KLAUER.COM

